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Resonancedampingfor a vibrating plate is investigatedboth accordingto the exact equationsof dynamical
viscoelasticityand the classicalthin-plate equationsderivedin mechanicsof materials.The plate is assumed
as isotropicand homogeneous
and no shear-or rotatory-inertiacorrections
have beenincludedin the thin-

plate approximations.
Two typesof materialsare investigatedthat correspond
to real and complexvalues
of the bulk modulus.For eachcase,the complexshearmodulusis t•(lq-ig) and valuesof g up to 0.10 were
used in the calculations.The two theoriesare in excellent agreementin a range of wavelengthsas low as

about ten times the thickness.It is found that thin-plate theory evaluatesthe dampingmore accurately
than it doesthe static rigidity.
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INTRODUCTION
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which had been developedearlier by Alfrey7 and was
restricted to the static stress analysis of isotropic
incompressible
media.
The generalization to compressibleisotropic and
anisotropicmedia was derived in a paper by Biot in
1954.1In two companionpapersby the sameauthor in
1955,5,6 the term correspondence
principle (or correspondence
rule) was introducedin order to emphasize
the far-reachingconsequences
of this development.It
was pointed out that by this principle a vast body of
resultsin the theory of elasticity becomesimmediately
applicable to viscoelasticity, including problems of
vibrations and wave propagation in materials with
isotropicor anisotropicproperties.
Applications to the dynamic theory of viscoelastic
plateswere alsodevelopedin somedetail in the quoted
papers,*.• along with somegeneraltheoremsfor viscoelasticcontinuaderivedby variationalprocedures.This
general formulation and its extension and generalizationsmake possiblethe solutionof a large number of
technically important problemsinvolving plates and
shells.We considerhere an applicationto problemsof
viscoelasticdissipationin plates.
Practical engineeringneedsrequire the use of simplified theoriessuchas the well-knownthin-plate approxi-

IBRATING
structural
elements
may
reach
dangerouslylarge amplitudes
at resonant
frequencies.
In
the past, the resonantconditionshave frequentlybeen
avoidedin the designstages,but in many present-day
problemsthis is no longerpossibleunlessheavy weight
penalties are acceptable.It is therefore necessaryto
introduce damping into the design of the structural
componentsto reducethe peak stresses
and amplitudes
and to minimizethe problemof fatigue.
Amongthe many sourcesof structuraldamping,that
due to viscoelasticdissipation(material damping) is
consideredin this report. The presenceof even a small
amount of damping can have a decisiveeffect on the
resonant amplitude and stresslevels, and the actual
reduction is very sensitiveto the preciseamount of
dampingthat is present.
General

studies

of

three-dimensional

viscoelastic

media have been developedin recentyearsbasedupon
new methodsand conceptsin linear irreversiblethermodynamics.•-4 In the context of thesegeneraltheories,a
correspondence
principle and an associatedvariational
principle were developed
•,5,6 that are of extreme
generality and are applicable to problemsincluding
dynamics and anisotropy.They provide a complete
generalizationof the so-calledviscoelasticanalogy,
1 M. A. Blot, "Theory of Stress-StrainRelationsin Anisotropic
Viscoelasticityand RelaxationPhenomena,"J. Appl. Phys. 25,
1385-1391 (1954).
2 M. A. Biot, "Variational Principlesin Irreversible Thermo-

dynamicswith Applicationsto Viscoelasticity,"Phys. Rev. 97,
1463-1469 (1955).
a M. A. Biot, "Deformation of ViscoelasticPlates Derived from

Thermodynamics,"
Phys. Rev. 98, 1869-1870(1955).
4 M. A. Biot, "Linear Thermodynamicsand the Mechanicsof
Solids,"CornellAeron.Lab. Rept. No. SA-987-S-6(June 1958);
presentedasa generallectureat the 3rd U.S. National Congress
of
AppliedMechanics,BrownUniversity,June1958,and published
in Proc.Natl. Congr.Appl. Mech., 3rd U.S. (1958).
5M. A. Biot, "Dynamicsof Viscoelastic
AnisotropicMedia," in
Proc.MidwesternConf.SolidMech.,4th, PurdueUniv., Purdue
Engr. Expt. Sta. Publ. No. 129 (Sept. 1955).
0M. A. Biot, "Variationaland LagrangianMethodsin Viscoelasticity,"in Proceedings
of theMadrid CoIIoquium
on DeformationandFlowof Solids,September
1955 (Springer-Verlag,
Berlin,
1956).

mation

that

is derived

in texts

on the mechanics

of

materials.It is not clearhow accuratelytheoriesof this
type can predict the energy dissipationand resonant
amplitude due to the viscoelasticnature of the material.
The elementarytheoriesof the type indicated usually
predict displacementsquite accurately, but stresses
must be interpreted carefully for designpurposes;the
dissipativeeffectsare an even more sensitivereflection
of the displacementpatternsand, for a properevaluation of the effectivenessof simplified theory, it is
necessaryto work out fully a problem by the exact
equationsof dynamic viscoelasticity.The correspondence principle•,*,• can then be used to determine the
damping accordingto the exact theory and the results
canbe comparedwith thosederivedfrom the thin-plate
theory.In the presentapplication,no shearor rotatory
inertia correctionshave been made to the thin-plate
equations.
To carry out this program, a simple but typical
example is taken that is capable of an exact solution
by the three-dimensional
equationsof elasticity; the
elasticmoduli can then be replacedby their complex
equivalents for the viscoelastic material and the
dissipationcanbe calculated.An approximatenumerical
procedure has been devised for the evaluation of
resonanceamplitudes, which eliminates handling of
complexfunctions.The thin-plate theory can also be
appliedto the sameproblem,and a precisecomparison
can then be made to determine the validity of the
thin-plate approximations.
The procedureto be used
7T. Alfrey, "Non-HomogeneousStress in Viscoelasticity,"
Quart. Appl. Math. 2, 113-119 (1944).
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subsequentlyin this paper begins with the exact
elasticity equations and shows how the thin-plate
Fro. 1. Notations
approximationarisesas the resultof geometricassumpfor the plate.
tions as to the "thinness"of the plate, and dynamical
approximationsthat involve characteristictimes of the
applied sinusoidal loads and the velocities of the
elasticwavesin the plate.
in time. The deformation is antisymmetric with
The object of such comparisonsis to arrive at the
respectto the x axis and representsa bending of the
simplesttechnologicallyusefulgoverningequationsfor
plate.
The displacementsare functionsof (x,y,t), and
use in more realistic situations.
at y-q- (h/2) it is requiredthat
The general problem of energy-dissipationmechanisms in structureshas been consideredby Lazan,8,ø
u= q- U sin(/x) exp(icot),
(2)
with a discussionof various engineeringmeasuresof
v= V cos(/x)exp(icot).
the dissipation.The measurementof the damping has
been consideredby Plunkett•ø; vibrating-reed tests The surfacestresses(q,r) and the surfaceamplitudes
have been describedby Bland and Leen and by Horio (U, V) can be relatedlinearlyas
and Onogi12 that determine the complex moduli of
(r/lt.t) = a11U-4-a12V,
given materials.
(al•= a•l)
(3)
Demerla has presentedan extensivebibliographyin
(q/lt•)= a•l S-4-a•2V,
the field of material damping up to 1955; a selected
whereu is the shearmodulus.The first problemis the
bibliographyTM
to 1959is alsoavailable.
determinationof the a•i coefficients
in Eqs. (3).
I. SOLUTION BY EXACT EQUATIONS OF
It is well-known that the displacementscan be
DYNAMIC

VISCOELASTICITY

written

The plate, Fig. (1), is assumedto be isotropicand
homogeneous;-- m < x< m, --h/2_<y<_q-h/2. The
motion is assumedto be independentof the coordinates
z, and the horizontaland vertical coordinatesare (x,y),
as shownin the Figure.
The stresses
in Fig. (1) are denotedby •x,, •yy, and
displacements
at any point (x,y,t) by (u,v); the stress
amplitudesat the surfaceare denotedby (q,r). The
surfacesof the plate are at y=-4-(h/2); additional

in the form

u= (O•/Ox)- (O•/Oy) and v= (O•/Oy)q-(O•/Ox), (4)
and, if u and v satisfy the dynamical equationsof
elasticity,then the conditionson • and •kare that these
functionssatisfythe scalarwave equations

(s)

whereV• is Laplace'soperatorin rectangularcoordinates
and c1= (u/p)• is the speedof the shearor S wave and
information can be found in the List of Main Symbols. c•=[-(X+2u)/(p)•l is the speedof the P wave; X is
Solutions of the dynamical equationsof elasticity Larn6's constant,p is the mass density, and u is the
are requiredthat at y= q-(hi2) reduceto
shear modulus. In later work, we shall also make use

•,y= q-q cos(/x)exp(icot),
•xu= r sin(/x) exp(icot).
It

is therefore

assumed that

surface tractions

of the known relations

(1)
have

beenappliedthat are periodicalongx and alsoperiodic

4u(x+u)
•=•;
X-+-2u

E

E
•E
,=•;
X=
, (6)
(1-• a)
2 (1-4-•)
(1-4-•)(1- 2•)

where • is Poisson'sratio and E is Young's modulus.
The solutionsof the wave equationwill be taken in
8B. J. Lazan, "Review of Structural Damping Mechanism,"

in WADC-University of Minnesota Conferenceon Acoustical the form
Fatigue, W. J. Trapp and D. M. Forney, Eds., WADC TR
59-676,pp. 168-184 (Mar. 1961).
9B. J. Lazan, "Energy DissipationMechanismin Structures,
with Particular Referenceto Material Damping," in Structural
Damping, J. E. Ruzicks, Ed. (AmericanSocietyof Mechanical where
Engineers,New York, 1959), pp. 1-34.
•øR. Plunkett, "Measurement of Damping," in Structural

Damping,J. E. Ruzicka,Ed. (AmericanSocietyof Mechanical
Engineers,New York, 1959), pp. 133-158.
n D. R. Bland and E. H. Lee, "Calculation of the Complex
Modulus of Linear ViscoelasticMaterials from Vibrating Reed
Measurements,"J. Appl. Phys.26, 1497-1503(1955).
•'•M. Horio and S. Onogi, "Forced Vibration of a Reed as a

Methodof Determining
Viscoelasticity,"
J. Appl.Phys.22, 97798•

•aL. J. Demer, "Bibliographyof the Material DampingField,"
(with abstractsand punched-cardcodings)Univ. Minn. WADC
TR-56-180 (June 1956).

la• = fl(O) sin(/x) exp(•t),
la• = f2(O)cos(/x)exp(icot),
ly=O and '•= lh/2.

(7)

(8)

The parameterq, has a fundamentalphysicalsignifi-

cance.It is inverselyproportional
to the ratio of the
wavelengthœ to the plate thickness.We write

.e/h= •/%

whereœ is the wavelengthof the deformation.Note
that in the fundamentalmode of a freely supported
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plate the spanis representedby œ/2. A value of 0.3 for
t corresponds
to a spanof about 5 timesthe thickness;
see Fig. 2. We show that this particularvalue plays
an importantpart as a limiting casefor the validity of
the thin-plate theory.
The functionsf• and f2 satisfy the ordinary differential equations

1113

Fro.
2.Deforma-

tions of the plate
for œ= 10h (•,=0.3)..

Drawn
toscale.

j

,Z'=
Ioh

j

Thus, the relationshipbetween the normal-load componentq and the displacementcomponentV is known,
('=d/dO)
(9) Eq. (15).
For a purely elastic plate, resonancetakes place if
q=0, r-0. The characteristicequationis derived by
where •2=1-(•o2/c•212) and 1•22=1--(•o2/c2212).
The introducingthisconditionin Eqs. (13), or, equivalently,
appropriate solutionsthat have the correct evenness by putting q=0 in (15). This yields the well-known

and oddness conditions for the vertical coordinates are

f•=A•cosh(#•O) and f•=A•sinh(#•O).

form

tanh(/g2•)/tanh(/•) = 4/•/•/(1 q-/g•2)
•.

(10)

(16)

Thus, the functions (•,•k) are now known in terms of
(O,x,t) to within arbitrary constants(A•,A2). If the

This characteristicequation is a relationshipbetween
frequencyand wavelengththat may be representedon a

results,Eqs. (7), and (10), are usedin Eq. (4), u and v
are knownand by (2) U and V canbe written as

plot usingthe nondimensional
variables•=co/c•l and•.
The physicalsignificance
of • becomesevidentwhenit
is recalledthat •o/l is the phasevelocity alongx.

U= A •x sinh(fi•t)- A 2sinh
V=.42 cosh(•)+.4

2• cosh(•).

(11)

The stresses
are given by

(1/l•)tryy= 2eyy-•(X/u)e, (1/t•)•xj= 2exy, (12)
where

e= e•x+ eyj= (au/ax)+ (av/ay)
and

e•v= «[(au/ay)+ (av/ax)•.
Substitutionof Eqs. (11) into Eq. (3) leadsto the
load-displacement
relationsin the form

(q/lu)= 2A• sinh(/•7)+A •(1+/• •) sinh(/•7),
(r/lu)= --A •(1+/• 2)cosh(/•,)- 2A2/•2cosh(•,).

(13)

The coefficients
a•j in Eqs. (3)can now be found by
eliminationof A 1, .4• from amongEqs. (11), (13). The
results are

Daii=/•2(1--/•i2),

In the presentanalysis,we assumethat if the medium
is elastic--that is if • and X are real--Eq. (16) is
satisfied.In other words, the frequencyis chosenas a
functionof the wavelengthin sucha way that the plate
is at resonance.Moreover, the resonant condition is
assumedto be definedby the lowest-frequencybranch
of Eq. (16). This branch correspondsto bending
vibrations that degenerateinto Rayleigh waves for
wavelengthssmallerthan the plate thickness.
A. Complex Moduli

To computethe dampingat resonance,the modulit•
and X are replacedby complexquantitiesrepresenting
the viscoelasticpropertiesof the medium. The moduli
are functionsof the imaginary frequencyp=ico. The
values adopted here are those corresponding
to the
resonantfrequency.We considertwo typesof materials'
onewith zerobulk damping,the otherwith equalvalues
of bulk and sheardamping.Two valuesu= } and u= «
of Poisson'sratio will be assumed. The examples
treated below are intended as extreme cases in order to

Da12=
Da2•=
21•11•2
tanh(/g•)-(lq-B•
•')tanh(/g2•),
(14)bracket a rangeof propertiesof commonmaterials.
D= tanh(/•)--/•8•

tanh(/•).

1. Material

If onlynormalsurfaceforcesarepresenton theplate,
then r=0, q•0, and

This material is purely elastic for volume changes
and

[•11•22
1
(q/ltz)=[.
•• •122
.aV.
show that

viscoelastic

for

shear

deformation.

•,= K-- (2/3)#

/g2(1-/g• 2)

shear

(17)

where K is a real quantity representingthe bulk
modulus.This may also be written as

•= (2/3)tz[(3v)/(1--2v)--ig•,
al•

The

modulusu is replacedby #=u(lq-ig). For a material
with bulk elasticity,it wasshown• that X is replacedby

(15)

Direct substitutionsof the a•i from Eq. (14) into (15)

I

(18)

wherevis Poisson'sratio for the purely elasticmedium.
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write

II

q= RV,,

For a material of the second type, we choosea

:•

(25)

Vd V, = R/R = 1/ (• nt-iG)

(26)

particular
casewhere
# andXcontain
thesam•Complex
factor; that is,

q= RV,..

Hence,

#= t•(lq-ig), •= X(1-+-ig).

(19)

The bulk viscoelasticityis then representedby the
complexmodulus

representsthe amplificationfactor at resonance.
At resonance,
R vanishesfor a purely elasticmedium.
The quantityG is a measureof the dampingand is of the
2
K= (X-+-ate)(1-+-ig).
(20) order g for small g. The real part • is of the order g2.
General properties of materials of this type were Sinceg is sufficientlysmall,only the linear termsare rediscussed
in an earlierpaper.6 The term "homogeneous tained in the analysisand Gig is then independentof
spectrum" was used to indicate this property. The g. The validity of this approximationis established
term uniform spectrumseemspreferableand is usedin in the numericalanalysisof the problem.
this paper.
Representativevalues of g for structural materials
are in the range 0.01 to 0.10, with values 0.25 being
typical of materialsusedin solidpropellantgrains.

,,.•,

II.

THIN-PLATE

•:Theequation
ofmotion
ofa thinplateis
Eh a

This factor is the ratio of the dynamic deflectionat
under the same load

at zero frequency.
We first evaluatethe plate amplitudeunderdynamic
conditions.By the correspondence
principle, we now

(21)

(27)

(27) becomes

2qv= --ohw2Vq-[Eha/12(1--•,•)•14V,

_

(28)

or, with '•=lh/2 and E/(1--•,2=4t•(Xq-t•)/(Xq-2t•), as

(q•,/l•)=L3(X+2•/
-• IV. (29)

or

q=RV

O2V

If V(x,t) in Eq. (27) is assumedas V cos(/x)exp(icot)
and the appliedload as 2qvcos(/x)exp(cot),
then Eq.

replacet• and X by # and X in Eq. (15). The resultis
q/l• = (alla22-a122)
V/all,

O4V

•+oh•=
applied load.
12(1-- v• Ox4
OF

3. AmplificationFactorat Resonance
resonance to the static deflection

APPROXIMATION

with R= (ltffd11)(d11622--6122).(22)

Theload_q
isnowa complex
quantity•. The complex In the static case(co=0), the resultis
quantities
fil, fi2andthe &j alsoreplacefil, fi2and

Xq-•
•,•aV.
(q,v/lt•)
=(4/3)(
\X-+-2u/

respectively.
(30)
Under static conditions,co=0 and the static load q8is
given by the limiting value of Eq. (15) as fil and:fi2
With q•v denotingthe complexload at resonancefor
approach unity. Hence,
the viscoelasticthin-plate theory, we set q•v/q•v
2/t•(X-+-t•)
=•vq-iGv, which is the analog of the expression
qs=RV with R=
(tanM,-sech2•). (23) (•q-iG) from the exact theory. By the samereasoning
X-+-2t•
usedin obtainingEq. (26), we find the amplification
factor at resonancefor the thin plate to be
What we are interestedin here is the ratio q/q, at

Pr•,/V,• 1/(ev+iOv.

resonance. We write this ratio as

qr/q•=l•/R= eq-iG.

(24)

The complexload qr is that given by Eq. (21) at
resonance;that is, assumingthat if we put g=0 Eq.
(16) is satisfied.As pointedout above,this relatesthe
frequencyto the wavelengthby a curve that is chosen
to be the lowest-frequency
branchof the characteristic
equation(16).
The physicalsignificance
of the ratio eq-iGis obtained
by comparingthe static deflectionV• to the dynamical
deflectionV, under the sameload q at resonance,We

(31)

In the presentcase,we find that

x[

(32)

1-•+•2•
Gv/g=
(2/3)(
•--7
'/

(33)

1+ (4/9)[ (1- 2u)/(1 - u)•22j

or
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for g2<<l;however,the exactdependence
of Gv/g can
be computedin this case.If v= «, Gv/g is independent
of g; if v=•, for example,the multiplying factor is
1--O.095g2/(l+O.197g•).If g=-}, this factor is 0.9944;
at g= «, the factoris 0.96. Hence,the linearizedvalueof
Gv/g is sufficientlyaccuratein the caseof the thin-plate
equation.

A. Thin-Plate Equation as a Limiting Case
of the Exact Theory

1115

Gvg= (13/18)-t-(1/18) (5•2•-1-•2•),
wherenow-•= (9•2•)/
(8-5•2•-•2 •) and the Gvg ratio is now a functionof -•.
If we anticipatethe numericalresultsand take f•2= 0.302
(-•=0.763), then the improvedvalue of Gvg is 0.810,
as comparedwith 13/18=0.722. The exact result for
Gig in this caseis 0.813, so that goodagreementis
possibleat least up to valuesof -•= •, or well beyond
the range of the conventionalbeam theory, which
would not be expectedto hold much beyond-•=0.30.
III.

NUMERICAL

PROCEDURE

To show how the exact theory may be used to
The quantity q•/(lt•)= f(ig), a functionof the argudeterminethe thin-plate equationas a limiting case,
condition.
we return to Eq. (16) a-rid expand the hyperbolic ment (ig), wheref(0)=0 from the resonance
Hence,
the
expansion
begins
with
the
term
linear
in g
tangentsto two terms to write the result as
and, to first-orderterms, q•/(lt•)=f'(O)ig. Only real
quantitiesare neededto evaluatef'(O). However, the
frequencyequation (16) must;be solvedto determine
the relationshipbetween•2= (o•c•/l) and .•=lh/2. The
outline of the proceduremay be illustratedas follows.

(q•/lt•)=
{-'•(1-•
u)

+-2•{•22(1+}•12)2--4}•14-]
V. (34)
3 1-•1
Since •5•2= 1- (w•c•F), •2•= 1- (w•c•F), and c••
= (t•/o), c22=(X-t-2t•)/•, we may write Eq. (34) as

v=-},

I

O<q•<2

•2=•/c•l,

12

x

Material

Material I is purely elasticfor volume changesand
viscoelasticfor shear deformation (K-K).
We have
the followingdata'

14hal•

2q•= --phw2Vq-•

A.

(35)

If (w2/c•l)<<l and (w•c2212)<(1,since 1--(c•/c2) •'
=(X+u)/(X+2u), Eq. (35) immediately reducesto
Eq. (28). The equationof motion of a thin plate can
therefore be obtained as a limiting form of the exact
equations,under conditionsthat require assumptions
both of a geometricnature as well as of a dynamic

"

X=t•; •=t•(lq-ig), 7,=t•(1--•ig).

To obtain an approximatesolutionof the frequency
equation(16), we write this equationin the form

sinh(•52'r)
cosh(•5•) (! q-•a• = 4•51•2
sinh(•5•) cosh
and approximate each hyperbolic function to three
termsto obtainthe approximateequation

nature.

yon Kgrm5n15 has also treated the problem of •22+('•2/9) (-- 84-14•2•- 5•2•)
applying the equationsof static elasticity theory
q- (,•/270) (-48+ 116•22-86•2•+19•2
•) = O. (36)
to obtain a simplifiedbeam equation; the final results
are the same when proper comparisonis made of the If the first two terms of Eq. (36) are used and -• is
differences
betweenplane stressand plane strain.
assigned,/22
canbe computedfroma quadraticequation
into (36) to obtain-•2froma quadratic
In the derivation of the thin-plate/load-deflection andresubstituted
relationship from the exact solution, two terms were equation.This easilydeterminesa set of initial (•2--•)
equation
neglectedin comparisonwith the terms retained. If valuesthat can be usedin the transcendental
the neglectedter•msare included in the analysis,the (16) to determinethe final valuesof (•2--•), whichare
resultsare more complex,but in a typical case(v=-}) usedin the subsequent
calculations.
In the thin-plate
the previouslinearizedresult of Gv/g= 13/18 becomes approximation,G•g= 13/18, a constantindependent
of
•4 "SelectedBibliography on Structural Damping" in Structural
Damping, J. E. Ruzicka, Ed. (American Society of Mechanical
Engineers,New York,..1959),pp. 159-165.
•5T. von Kgrmgn, "Uber die Grundlagender Balkentheorie,"in
CollectedWorks I! (Butterworth's Scientific Publications Ltd.,
London, 1956), pp. 153-163.

To simplifythe calculationof Gig to termsthat are
linear in g (g<<l), we write

q/(lt•)
=[ (1q-ig)F
(ig)
V]/[• (1- •) •

= --f(ig)=f•(O)ig-}-...,
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The ratioC/Cv gives,.
a comparison
of the amplifiF(ig)=.41•fi•.
tanh(/•23')--(1+/•22)
2tanh(/•.3'),.(37) cation
factorat resonance
for the exactand ihin-plate
Since/51•':=
1-122/(1+ig), (dt•2/dg)g=o
= (122/2151)i
and/52
may be expandedin termsof g; the sameprocedurecan
be usedfor tt2and for all combinations
that appearin
f(ig). The quantities/51and/52are, of course,real and
known sincef• is known. Consistentapplicationof this
expansionprocedureleadsto the value of f'(0), which
will involveonly the real quantities/52,/52,
3' and hyperbolicfunctionsof real arguments.
_

B.

Material

theories.This ratiø as a functionof 3'-lh/2 is shownin

Fig,=(3) for materials
i and2 (v=« andi). In the
calculationsmade to obtain the curves,the quantities

Gig and Gv/g were computedfor small g. Sincethe
technological
rangeof interestis for valuesof g to 0.10,
the resultsare accuratefor purposes
of comparison
and
for directusein applications.
Figure (3) showsthat in the range0< 3'< 0.3 thereis
almostno detectableerror in the casev= «; for
the error is about 4% at •,= 0.30. At valuesof 3,=0.60,

II

the errorsare (V= «) 1% and (v=¬) 9% for Material
and 3% for Material II. In eachcase,the thin-plate
slightly the dampingthat is
bulk viscosity•= (Xq-]u)(1q-ig) and •,= X(1-big), theory under-estimates
fi= u(1q-ig); thismaterialhasa uniformspectrum.
For present.
a given value of v, the resonant (f•--3') relationship
For completeness,
the resonance
amplitudesVr and
is the sameas for the first material. However,
lvrvthemselves
shouldbe compared.
This requiresan
For a material of the secondkind, which exhibits

=l--f•2/(lq-ig) and l•.•'=l--fF/3(lq-ig) if v=•, and

evaluation of the static deflection. We write

this change requires only slight modificationsin the
previouswork; in fact, only two numericalcoefficients

ofF in Eq. (37)mustbechanged
andall othernumerical
work is the same.

Whenv= «, X= o• and/•22=1--122,/%.•'=
1;/•22=1--fF/
(1-t-/g),t]•.
•'=1 andtheseresults
arethesameasbefore
in the incompressible
case.Thus, the resultsfor both
material are the sameif v= «.
An exact evaluation for the elasticity solution is
involved but straightforward;a linearizedcalculation
is againa simplematter. A complete(nonlinear)calculation in this caseshowedpreciselythe samebehavior
upon g as in the thin-plate.approximation, which
justifiesthe useof the linearizedcalculationsthroughout
the analysis.

FromEqs. (23), wefind the static-deflection
ratio
(V•v/V,)= 3/(23'a)(tanh3'- 3'sech23')
= 1- (4/5)'r•'+ (51/105)-r%.

Thisratioisplottedin Fig. (4).
For the static deflection(at zero frequency),the
thin-platetheory underestimates
the deflection;for
3'= 0.30,the erroris about7%. The resonant
amplitude
resultsfrom the combinedeffectof the dampingand the
static-deflectioncorrections,which act in opposite
directions.The latter correctionis appreciablylarger

andthevalidityof the thin-platetheoryis appreciably
better for the evaluationof the dampingthan for the
staticrigidity.For wavelengths
largerthan ten times
the thickness,the error of the thin-platetheory decreasesrapidly.
1.0
0.8
0.6

V__sp

vs 0.4

I
i

=

_J

,o

a '7'=œh/a

';

Fro. 3. Ratio of dampingfactor G/Gv as a functionof q,=lh/2.
Material I: Elastic for volume changesand viscoelasticfor shear
deformation. Material II' Uniform spectrum (exhibits bulk
viscosity).Correspondingvaluesof wavelength-to-thickness
ratio
œ/h are alsoshown.

0.2
0

Fro.4. Comparison
of staticdeflections
by exact(V,) andthinplate (V,•) theories.
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overestimate the resonant-amplitudefactor. Comparison
of the thin-plate and exact theoriesfor static
In evaluatingthe resonance
amplitudeof a homogeneous isotropic viscoelastic plate, the thin-plate deflectionsshowsan oppositebehavior; i.e., the thinapproximationis foundto holdin the range0 < • < 0.30, plate theory underestimatesthe deflections.The error
or for wavelengthslarger than about ten times the of the thin-platetheoryfor the dampingis smallerthan
thickness.The present results, Fig. (3), shoW:'
that for the static deflection
G/G• is closeto unity in this range, for both cases
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